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Abstract

Power consumption is a major factor to be taken into consideration when using mobile devices in the IoT field. Good Power management requires proper understanding of the way in which it is being consumed by the end-devices. This paper is a continuation of the work in Ref. [1] and proposes an energy saving API for the Android Operating System in order to help developers turn their applications into energy-aware ones. The main features heavily used for building smart applications, greatly impact battery life of Android devices and which have been taken into consideration are: Screen brightness, Colour scheme, CPU frequency, 2G/3G network, Maps, Low power localisation, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. The assessment of the power-saving API has been performed on real Android devices and also compared to the most powerful power-saving applications — DU Battery Saver and Battery Saver 2016 — currently available on the Android market. Comparisons demonstrate that the Enersave API has a significant impact on power saving when incorporated in android applications. While DU Battery Saver and Battery Saver 2016 help saving 22.2% and 40.5% of the battery power respectively, the incorporation of the Enersave API in android applications can help save 84.6% of battery power.
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1. Introduction

Mobile devices have become an integral part of people's lives [1,2]. The reason for them being given the name of smart devices is essentially due to the fact that they are used to perform several important tasks. Along with the unprecedented evolution of mobile devices, comes those applications which magnify their services but at the same time increase the average power consumption leading to shorter and less anticipated battery life [3]. Thousands of applications are developed on a daily basis with continuous improvements and novel features but very often, the power consumption factor is overlooked. It is therefore necessary to study the usage pattern for proposing better power saving solutions.

The current most popular operating systems are Google's Android, Microsoft's Windows Mobile and Apple's IOS. Fig. 1 shows an indication of the market share of these operating systems as at 2015 [4]. Clearly, Android has the highest market share of approximately 83%. Android is an open source mobile operating system developed by Google [5]. The Android marketplace continues to grow at an aggressive rate, and a great number of powerful applications are uploaded on a daily basis. According to Statista, there are more than 1.5 million applications on the Android Market [6].

Android has not been spared against the difficulties involving the battery life of its devices. Despite being equipped with various and powerful functionalities, the battery life of the mobile devices is very often neglected. Prolonged use of those features limits the battery life to only a few hours. The authors of Ref. [7] argued that in spite of many improvements in low-power hardware design and battery life, there is now growing...
awareness that a strategically viable approach to energy management must include higher levels of the system. The authors of Ref. [8] stated that energy should be considered as a first-class resource together with the traditional OS perspective of performance maximization. Despite of the works produced, most of them gather and model data using benchmark statistics without taking much consideration of the users' behaviour on the device. A study along this line has been conducted in Ref. [9]. The first attempt to building a personalized power model in this direction was performed in Ref. [10].

In order to cope with the power-hungry mobile phones, researchers are actively looking for ways to improve not only energy density but also longevity, self-discharge and operational costs. The two most widely used battery types are the Lithium-Ion (Li-ion) and Lithium-Polymer (Li-Po) batteries. The use of Li-ion battery system in mobile phones has taken an upward trend during the recent years. The fact that this battery provides high-energy density and is light in terms of weight makes it very suitable for mobile phones. The power density of the battery is 126 Wh/kg [11]. Renowned companies like Samsung, LG and Apple make use of Li-ion batteries to power their mobile phones. The average charging time is 2 h [11]. The power density of Li-Po batteries is 185 Wh/kg [12], which is more than Li-ion batteries. Apple's iPhone 5 which is fuelled by this type of battery takes approximately slightly more than 2 h to fully charge according to [13]. The battery of the Apple's iPhone 5 can last up to 10 h when making voice call over 3G network [14].

The power consumption may be broken into the following main subsystems which have been collected by measurements from the operating system derived from Refs. [15,16]. These components consume more power than other ones in mobile devices.

\[
\text{Power used} = \text{display} + \text{CPU} + \text{audio} + \text{GPS} + \text{Bluetooth} + \text{Wi-Fi}. 
\]

During normal operation of a mobile phone, it is the display and the GSM network which utilize the most power [17]. Table 1 shows the screen power consumption of the Samsung Galaxy S5 from Ref. [18]. Some of the common tasks using a smart mobile device together with the corresponding average energy usage excluding backlight is shown in Table 2 [18].

The research carried out in Ref. [15], showed that browsing the internet through Wi-Fi or 3G-network can consume up to about 1500 mW of power at brightness level of 36 while watching YouTube videos at brightness level of 102 can exhaust up to 1800 mW. These figures give an idea of how much power is required to carry out some tasks on smartphones. Additionally, researchers at CNET and AVG, made a list of android applications that are resource intensive and which can even bring the latest smartphones to their knees. The compiled list from Refs. [19,20] of the applications that CNET and AVG have found to negatively impact the battery life are: Facebook App, AllShareCast (Samsung), ChatON Voice and Video Chat (Samsung), Instagram, and Sportify Music. According to Refs. [21,22], the Facebook Android application by itself consumes about 58% of the battery when used in Wi-Fi mode for about half a day. This demonstrates that even with the well-known applications present on the market, developers very often do not put the extra effort into the energy-saving factor. Some power consumption facts about smart mobile devices are described next.

### 1.1. Screen brightness and Colour scheme

In Ref. [16], the authors determined that screen brightness is one of the battery depleting features. Therefore, the more the screen stays on, the more energy is being drained. The only way to minimize its power usage is to reduce the brightness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Average brightness (mW)</th>
<th>Maximum brightness (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Backlight</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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level as demonstrated in the paper. Applications which require the screen to stay on as long as the user is using the phone need to have efficient ways to deal with the long power drain. According to technicians at Howtogeek.com [23], black pixels do not produce any light compared to white pixels, and therefore use less power in AMOLED screen devices.

1.2. CPU frequency

As noted by developers at ajqi.com [24], “The higher the CPU clock, the more power is used.” Extra frequency implies higher voltage power from the battery. On the other hand, low CPU frequency is synonymous to slow running of CPU intensive applications. But small applications that do not require much CPU usage can afford to run on reduced CPU frequency. As explained in Ref. [25], the CPU clock and voltage scaling is a major technique used to reduce power consumption. They described namely 2 types of CPU frequency profiles or governor types as shown in Table 3 [26].

1.3. Network

A fair Wi-Fi signal on average with an Android device utilizes less power when compared to a 3G or 2G network connection. Nevertheless this is not ideal in all situations, since according to [27], the power consumption of the mobile data and Wi-Fi would vary depending on the signal strength and there may be times where switching to a 3G or 2G network may be more efficient than accessing internet through Wi-Fi.

1.4. Maps

Google Map API provides different types of maps, and each one utilizes different amounts of power depending on the volume of data required. The maps are as described in Table 4. It has been shown in Ref. [28] that how the longer the data takes to download, the longer the wireless radio needs to stay in full power thereby draining more battery power. The frequency at which an application updates the location can also cause heavy battery consumption [28]. However, this can be lowered to achieve better battery efficiency in applications which do not require continuous location updates.

Another feature from the Maps module is the location frequency update which determines the interval at which the current location is updated. This frequency impacts the battery consumption heavily. A list pertaining to the details about how the different intervals can affect battery life is shown in Table 5 [28]. It can be inferred from Table 4 that less power is consumed with low update frequency at the expense of location accuracy.

1.5. Low power localization

There are 3 ways of obtaining the current location in an Android smartphone which are shown in Table 6. The most power consuming option is the GPS option followed by the network and finally the passive option which takes the least battery power. According to Ref. [29], GPS is the most accurate network provider despite having the most power usage. Applications which do not require high accuracy could switch to more efficient alternatives in view to save battery power.

1.6. Bluetooth

Very often mobile users tend to forget turning off the Bluetooth option after using it. It stays active even when not connected to any Bluetooth devices and continues to scan other Bluetooth enabled devices every few second until it is successfully connected to one. This process of continuous searching causes significant battery power depletion [30]. The different power modes of the Bluetooth module have been shown in Ref. [30]. It also demonstrates the power consumption of each of these Bluetooth modes in a regular smartphone. They demonstrate that an active Bluetooth takes a significant amount of battery power during different phases. Allowing continuous scanning for Bluetooth devices require considerable resources and can have a negative effect on the battery level if Bluetooth is not turned off.

1.7. Wi-Fi

According to Ref. [31], turning off the Wi-Fi radio when it is active and not connected is an efficient way for saving
battery life by preventing continuous scanning for access points by the wireless radio.

In this work, an API which is an application-level library is developed for battery-life optimisation of mobile devices running Android operating system. The power-saving API intends to help developers improving the battery life of any Android device running any application with the library integrated. The efficiency of the API has been tested by implementing it on a RSS-Feed-Reader and a Weather application. The system model is described in Section 2. Section 3 gives the results which have been observed from the tests performed. Section 4 concludes the work together with some future works.

2. System model

The API is designed to be non-intrusive with the main algorithms of the applications. The features monitored and regulated are shown in Fig. 2.

The approaches for battery saving techniques are explained in the following sub-sections.

2.1. Screen brightness & colour scheme

Screen brightness is a major battery issue in applications such as the RSS-Feed-Reader and Weather provider where the device's screen needs to stay on as long as the user is using the application. The API works in such a way that whenever the battery level falls below a 30%, the screen dims itself and the dark theme is automatically applied to the application. A special feature is implemented to determine whether it is daytime or nighttime by using the system clock and thus adjusting the screen brightness accordingly. It uses the idea from Ref. [23] where dark pixels use less power. The API applies a semi-transparent overlay on the screen to darken the screen pixels thus reducing the power required by the mobile phone. It also reduces the screen timeout to turn off the display earlier when the user is not using the phone. The colour scheme module changes the theme of the application from light to a dark, in order to further help consuming less power at pixel level. The screen brightness module dims the display by applying a semi-transparent overlay on the screen as shown in Fig. 3. The transparency of the overlay depends on the time of the day for a better user experience. The overlay values and time intervals can be modified by the developer to fit a particular brightness profile. The screen brightness module dims the display by applying a semi-transparent overlay on the screen as shown in Fig. 3. The transparency of the overlay depends on the time of the day for a better user experience. The overlay values and time intervals can be modified by the developer to fit a particular brightness profile. The screen timeout is also reduced to 15 s to prevent the screen from staying on when not in use. An example for a brightness profile can be as shown in Table 7 [23].

2.2. CPU frequency

The weather application or the RSS-Feed-Reader do not require constant high CPU speed to function properly. Thus
the API implemented on both these applications automatically switches the CPU profiles of the Android device between the previously mentioned governors depending on the battery level of mobile phone. For instance, the API may apply the ‘Powersave’ governor whenever the battery level drops below a particular level. This greatly helps extending the use of the mobile phone for a longer period with low battery level.

The power-saving API consists of a CPU frequency module which allows the modification of the device’s CPU governor. It can switch between two governors, namely onDemand and PowerSave. The onDemand governor is the default CPU governor on most Android devices. This dynamically allocates CPU clock speed to the current workload. This governor is set when the application is closed. Whenever the battery levels falls below the 15%, the power-saving API switches the CPU governor PowerSave mode. This allows the CPU to run at a minimum frequency and thus reduces power consumption. When the application is closed, the default CPU governor is reset.

2.3. Network

Wireless connectivity, Wi-Fi and mobile data can be made to use less battery based on their signal strengths. The power-saving API allows the RSS-Feed-Reader and the weather applications to switch between 2G, 3G and Wi-Fi connectivity. It also turns off any wireless connections during low-power or when not in use and turns it back on again when needed. This module also allows data to be downloaded automatically to the applications and cached locally whenever an internet connection is available. The API implements two features: Auto-Download and Network Switching as explained next.

2.3.1. Auto-Download

The API implements a feature which allows any application using the framework to capture internet connectivity and start downloading data even if none is running. This data is locally cached and used when required by the application. In the case of the RSS-Feed-Reader, the API pre-fetches and caches data every 4 h when connected to the internet and for the weather application this is done every 6 h.

2.3.2. Network Switching

The other feature which the wireless connectivity module consists of is that the power-saving API automatically chooses the most efficient way to allow the application to connect to the internet. Whenever the battery level falls below 30%, and the Android application is connected to the internet, the API switches between Wi-Fi, 3G or 2G connectivity as shown in Table 8 [32].

2.4. Low power localization

The feature implemented in the API uses the ‘Network Provider’ to get the current location of the Android device. The Wi-Fi connection uses the efficient capabilities of the Low-Power-Localisation, to connect to known hotspots which are saved to a database. When the location of a known access-point is found in a radius of 2.5 km from the current location, the power-saving API is automatically turned on and connects to the access point.

2.5. Wi-Fi

The power-saving API implements a module whereby Wi-Fi is automatically turned off when not connected to any access point and turned back on when a known Wi-Fi access point is available by using the Low-power Localization module. It constantly learns where the hotspots are located. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current network</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Switching network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wi-Fi</td>
<td>&lt;-70 dB (-35%)</td>
<td>3G/2G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3G</td>
<td>&lt;-110 dB (-55%)</td>
<td>2G/Wi-Fi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G</td>
<td>&lt;-125 dB (-30%)</td>
<td>Wi-Fi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wi-Fi module intelligently gives the user 5 min to connect to an access point before turning it off if it is still not connected.

2.6. Maps

The power-saving API provides efficient ways to display the maps. Reducing the map details decreases the amount of data needed and thus the time for the wireless radio to stay active. This method helps reducing power consumption. Another feature from the Maps module is the location frequency update which determines the interval at which the current location is updated. The two features implemented in the API are described next.

2.6.1. Low-bandwidth maps

This module provides developers with energy-efficient Map utilities. The API consists of a map that consumes/downloads less data as compared to normal maps. This is achieved by using RoadMap.

2.6.2. Custom update frequency of maps

This feature allows modification of the update frequency of applications using location updates. Applications like the weather application which require regular location updates may use such feature to save battery. This value is changed through the Shared Preference Screen interface as shown in Table 9.

2.7. Bluetooth

The power-saving API automatically detects whether the Bluetooth radio is active and not connected to any devices, and turns it off to prevent the battery drainage. The Bluetooth module turns off the Bluetooth radio whenever it is not in use. This occurs when the Bluetooth is initially active and has not been connected to any devices for a period of 5 min.

2.8. Graphical user interface

The power-saving API implements a Shared Preference menu which allows the user to change or disable some features set by the power-saving API. The proposed design of the Shared Preference menu is shown in Fig. 4.

3. Results

In this work, the power saving API has been tested using two routed Android smartphones equipped with Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, mobile data and GPS. Some of the features of the API work only for Android API 22 and above. The specifications of the mobile devices used are as shown in Table 10.

The efficiency measurement of the power-saving API and the monitoring of the battery usage have been performed using three power profiling Android applications: Trepn Profiler from Qualcomm Inc (for CPU and wireless power profiling), Power Tutor (for screen power) and Little Eye Labs (for network, wireless and CPU analysis). The Enersave modules in the API have been tested separately to measure and
compare the efficiency of the proposed Framework. The results obtained for each aspect is described in the following sub-sections.

3.1. Results for the screen brightness module

The Screen Brightness test is performed by setting the following features on the Android device to allow more accurate results:

1. Screen brightness is set to maximum.
2. Android mobile devices are charged to maximum and unplugged.
3. Colour Scheme is set as default, light.
4. All wireless radios (Wi-Fi, Network, Bluetooth, and GPS) are turned off.
5. Overlay transparency is at its lowest value when performing tests (6 am–12 pm).

The tests have been performed on the Weather application using the Power Tutor android application. Readings have been taken 3 times with both devices and averaged to produce better accuracy. They were taken at an interval of 3 min for 15 min long. The graphical representation of how using the Enersave power-saving API consumes less Screen Power than the normal application without power-saving features is shown in Fig. 5.

Table 11 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the Screen Brightness module.

A slight difference is noticed when integrating the Enersave power-saving API with the Android application. This is due to dimming the pixels present in the AMOLED display of the phone. It is observed that after 15 min only 0.64% battery power is saved. It can be inferred that the screen brightness module alone does not have a significant impact on the battery consumption.

![Graph - Screen Brightness](image)

**Table 11**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11</th>
<th>Screen Brightness — Average Power.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power without API (mW)</td>
<td>891.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power with API (mW)</td>
<td>886.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power saved (mW)</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Results for the colour scheme module

The Colour Scheme test is performed by setting the following features on the Android mobile devices to allow more accurate readings:

1. Screen brightness is set to maximum and disable all other power-saving features.
2. Android mobile phones are charged to maximum and unplugged.
3. All wireless radios (Wi-Fi, Network, Bluetooth, and GPS) are turned off.

The tests have been performed on the Weather application using the Power Tutor android application. Readings have been taken 3 times with both devices and averaged to produce better accuracy. They were taken at an interval of 3 min for 15 min long. The graphical representation of how using the Enersave power-saving API consumes less power than the normal application without power-saving features is shown in Fig. 6.

Table 12 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the Colour Scheme module.

A better value for the screen energy saved is noticed using the Dark Theme for the Colour Scheme module. This is because, compared to the Screen Brightness module which only dims the pixels on the screen, the Colour Scheme module turns them off in places of black colour. A save of 1.41% battery power is compiled for this feature.

![Graph - Colour Scheme](image)
3.3. Results for the screen timeout module

The Screen Timeout test is performed by setting the following features on the Android mobile devices to allow more accurate readings:

1. Screen brightness is set to maximum.
2. Android mobile phones are charged to maximum and unplugged.
3. All wireless radios (Wi-Fi, Network, Bluetooth, and GPS) are turned off.
4. All default settings are set to the mobile device (No other power-saving features enabled).

Fig. 7 shows a cumulative graph of the amount of power which is used by the screen at different screen timeout values. It can be observed that the larger the screen timeout value the more power is consumed by the screen. Setting the Screen timeout to 15 or 30 s is a safe way of preserving battery life.

3.4. Results for the Bluetooth module

The Bluetooth test is performed by setting the following features on the Android mobile devices to allow more accurate readings:

1. Android mobile phones are charged to maximum and unplugged.

---

Table 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour Scheme — Average Power.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power without API (mW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power with API (mW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power saved (mW)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
2. All wireless radios (Wi-Fi, Network, Bluetooth, and GPS) are turned off.

Measurements have been taken from the RSS-Feed-Reader application using the Little Eye Labs power analysis application. Readings have been taken 3 times with both devices and averaged to produce better accuracy. The readings are taken at an interval of 3 min for 15 min long. Fig. 8 shows the power profile with the Bluetooth test.

At time $t_1$ and $t_2$, the Bluetooth radio performs searching to connect to a Bluetooth device. This process continues until the device is successfully connected or Bluetooth turned off. At time $t_3$, the Enersave power-saving API detects that the Bluetooth radio is active and not connected and thus turns it off. Table 13 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the Bluetooth module.

A significant power save of $25.92\%$ is noticed with this feature. Preventing further searching of Bluetooth devices when the Bluetooth radio is enabled is an efficient way of saving battery power.

3.5. Results for the CPU frequency module

The CPU test is performed by setting the following features on the Android mobile device to allow more accurate readings:

1. Android mobile phones are charged to maximum and unplugged.
2. All wireless radios (Wi-Fi, Network, Bluetooth, and GPS) are turned off.

| Average Screen Power without API (mW) | 840.4 |
| Average Screen Power with API (mW)   | 622.5 |
| Average Screen Power saved (mW)      | 217.9 |

Table 13
Bluetooth – Average Power.

Fig. 8. Graph – Bluetooth.

Fig. 9. Graph – CPU.
3. All default settings are set (Brightness, colour scheme, CPU governor).

Measurements have been taken from the Weather application using the Little Eye power analysis application. Readings have been taken 3 times with both devices and averaged to produce better accuracy. Readings are taken for 20 s. Fig. 9 shows the power profile with the CPU test.

Table 14 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the CPU module.

A substantial power save of **82.28%** is noticed using this feature. Lowering the CPU frequency is a great way for small applications to prolong battery life.

### Table 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU — Average Power.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power without API (mW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power with API (mW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power saved (mW)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low-Power Localization — Average Power.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power without API (mW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power with API (mW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power saved (mW)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.6. Results for the Low Power Localization frequency module

The Low-Power Localization test is performed by setting the following features on the Android mobile device to allow more accurate readings:

1. Android mobile phones are charged to maximum and unplugged.
2. All default settings are set (Brightness, colour scheme, CPU governor).

Measurements have been taken from the Weather application using the Little Eye power analysis application. Readings have been taken 3 times with both devices and averaged to

![Fig. 10. Graph — Low-Power Localisation.](image1)

![Fig. 11. Graph — Auto Turn off Low Signal.](image2)
produce better accuracy. Readings are taken for 20 s. Fig. 10 shows the power profile with the Low-Power Localisation test.

At time $t_1$, to retrieve the current location, the GPS is used. It uses a constant amount of power to be able to obtain the required coordinates. At time $t_2$, to retrieve the current location, the Network Provider is used. It only uses a high burst of power to retrieve the current coordinates of the user. Table 15 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the CPU module.

A considerable power save of 62.2% is noticed using this feature. For applications which do not require accurate location, the Low Power Localization is a battery efficient way of saving battery power.

3.7. Results for the Wi-Fi module

The Wi-Fi test is performed by setting the following features on the Android mobile device to allow more accurate readings:

1. Android mobile phones are charged to maximum and unplugged.
2. All default settings are set (Brightness, colour scheme, CPU governor).

The tests are performed in two parts: Auto Turn off during Low Wi-Fi Signal and Low Power Localisation Wi-Fi/Auto Connect/Disconnect to Access points. The two tests are shown in the following sub-sections.

3.7.1. Auto Turn off during low Wi-Fi Signal

Fig. 11 shows the power profile with the Auto Turn off during low Wi-Fi Signal test.

At time $t_1$, the Enersave power-saving API detects that the Wi-Fi signal is low and automatically turns off the Wi-Fi radio. Without the API, more power is required to stay connected to the access point during low signal strength. Table 16 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the Auto Turn off Wi-Fi module.

A significant power save of 30.4% is noticed using this feature. Turning off the Wi-Fi radio during low signal strength can be of great benefit for the battery life.

3.7.2. Low Power Localization Wi-Fi/Auto Connect/Disconnect to access points

Fig. 12 shows the power profile with the Low Power Localization Wi-Fi/Auto Connect/Disconnect to Access Points test.

At time $t_1$, the Enersave power-saving API detects that the mobile device is in a known hotspot location and turns on the Wi-Fi radio to automatically connect to the access point. At time $t_2$, the API automatically turns off the Wi-Fi when the mobile devices move away from the location of the access point. Without the API, the mobile device keeps using the mobile data to access the Internet even if the user can connect to a known Wi-Fi access point. Table 17 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the Auto Turn off Wi-Fi module.

A power save of 42.6% is observed when using this feature. Using Wi-Fi rather than the mobile data when a known hotspot is available can be efficient.

3.8. Results for the Map module

The Map test is performed by setting the following features on the Android mobile device to allow more accurate readings:

![Graph](image)

Fig. 12. Graph – Low Power Localisation Wi-Fi.
1. Android mobile phones have been charged to maximum and unplugged.
2. All default settings are set (Brightness, colour scheme, CPU governor).
3. The ‘Network Provider’ is used to get location.

The tests are performed in two parts: Low Bandwidth Map and One-time location update. Measurements have been taken from the Weather application using the Little Eye and the Trepn power analysis application. The two tests are described in the following two subsections.

3.8.1. Low Bandwidth Map

Figs. 13 and 14 show the graphs for Power (mW) and Data Consumed (bytes) with the Low Bandwidth Map feature. Table 18 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the Low Bandwidth Map module.

A power save of 34.2% is observed using this feature. Low detailed maps are found to be very battery efficient.

At time $t_1$ and $t_2$, the high peaks indicate large data which is being downloaded for the maps whereas at time $t_3$, the peaks are lower indicating smaller data which is being downloaded.

3.8.2. One-time location update

Fig. 15 shows a graphical representation of how using the Enersave power-saving API consumes less power than the normal application without power-saving features.

At time $t_1$, $t_2$ and $t_3$, the application continuously updates the location of the mobile device. With the Enersave API, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 18</th>
<th>Low Bandwidth Map — Average Power.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power without API (mW)</td>
<td>269.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power with API (mW)</td>
<td>177.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power saved (mW)</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 19</th>
<th>One-time update — Average Power.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power without API (mW)</td>
<td>844.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power with API (mW)</td>
<td>622.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Screen Power saved (mW)</td>
<td>222.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
location update is done only once at time $t_4$. Table 19 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the One-time update module.

A power save $26.3\%$ is observed when using this feature. Applications which do not require continuous update of the current location, similar to the Weather application, can use the One-time update feature for battery usage efficiency.

3.9. Results for the network module

The Network test is performed by setting the following features on the Android mobile device to allow more accurate readings:

1. Android mobile phones are charged to maximum and unplugged.
2. All default settings are set (Brightness, colour scheme, CPU governor).
3. The test is conducted in a low signal network area.

The tests are performed in two parts: Network Switching and Auto-Download. A description of the two aspects is given next.

3.9.1. Network Switching

Measurements are taken from the Weather application using the Little Eye power analysis application. Fig. 16 shows a graph when the mobile devices are connected to the internet initially using 3G network and at low signal the API switches the connection to 2G network. At very weak network signal, the API switches to Wi-Fi to connect to the internet.

At time $t_1$, the Enersave API automatically switched from the 3G network to the 2G network to connect to the internet. At time $t_2$, the API switches from the mobile data to Wi-Fi to connect to the internet. Table 20 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the Network-Switching module.

A power save $54.73\%$ is observed when using the API to switch to the most efficient wireless connection rather than continuously using the 3G network in a low signal area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 20</th>
<th>Network Switching — average power.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average 3G Network Power without API (mW)</td>
<td>578.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average 2G Network Power without API (mW)</td>
<td>239.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Wi-Fi Network Power without API (mW)</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Network Power with API (mW)</td>
<td>261.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.9.2. Auto-Download

Measurements are taken from the RSS-Feed-Reader using the Little Eye power analysis application. Fig. 17 shows a graph when the data from the RSS feed is updated each time the application is launched and another one where the API automatically auto download and cache data when internet connection is available.

Table 21 shows the average values when measuring the effectiveness of the Enersave power-saving API for the Network—AutoDownload module.

A power save 18.72% is observed when using this feature. Preventing data to be downloaded every time the application is launched can have great impact on battery life for applications similar to the RSS-Feed-Reader or the weather applications.

3.10. Evaluation of the complete system

In this section, tests performed on the complete Enersave API system for the measurement and comparison of efficiency of the framework are described. The Enersave API is tested using the Weather Application and the Little Eye Labs Analysis tools with the parameters shown in Table 22. The results obtained with and without using the Enersave API are shown in Figs. 18 and 19 respectively.

The comparisons for the tests with and without the Enersave API are shown in Table 23.
The results above indicate a significant save of 84.56% in terms of power consumption is obtained when using the Enersave API.

In order to assess the efficiency of the proposed framework, similar tests have been performed with existing systems to compare with the Enersave API. The results obtained with Battery Saver 2016 are shown in Fig. 20, and the results obtained with DU Booster are shown in Fig. 21. Table 24 summarizes all the tests performed. The reason for making the comparisons between these two existing energy serving applications (DU Booster and Battery Saver 2016) for Android devices in this way is to perform a fair comparison and that we have to the best of our knowledge not come across any work which has considered all of the features: (Screen brightness, Colour scheme, CPU frequency, 2G/3G network, Maps, Low power localisation, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi) together in a single application.

The comparison table shows that the Enersave API is much better at saving battery life than the regular power saving Android applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With Enersave/mAh</th>
<th>Without Enersave/mAh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results above indicate a significant save of 84.56% in terms of power consumption is obtained when using the Enersave API.
Table 24

Results — comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>With EnerSave API/mAh</th>
<th>Battery Saver 2016/mAh</th>
<th>DU Booster/mAh</th>
<th>Without EnerSave/mAh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>12.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Save</td>
<td>84.56</td>
<td>40.48</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

The work presented in this paper proposes a power-saving framework (EnerSave API) for Android based mobile devices. EnerSave is an API which can be integrated effortlessly to any Android application by the developer. The API allows for undesired features to be disabled through the Shared Preference Screen in order to save on battery power consumption. Tests performed demonstrate that the proposed framework helps saving 84.56% of battery power consumption as compared to 22.15% and 40.48% when using DU Booster and Battery Saver 2016 respectively which are current energy saving applications available for Android devices.

Several future works can be envisaged from the proposed framework. A direct extension would be to have battery power consumption profiles sent over to a cloud platform where settings are automatically adjusted to the most optimum and battery power saving settings. Another more challenging future work would be to develop a cross-platform API which would be used in conjunction with a cloud platform so as to aid towards low power consumption of mobile sensor nodes being used in the Internet of Things context.
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